How high-mass stars form remains unclear currently. Calculation suggests that the radiation pressure of a forming star can halt spherical infall, preventing its further growth when it reaches 10 M ⊙ . Two major theoretical models on the further growth of stellar mass were proposed. One model suggests the mergence of less massive stellar objects, and the other is still through accretion but with the help of disk. Inflow motions are the key evidence of how forming stars further gain mass to build up massive stars. Recent development in technology has boosted the search of inflow motion. A number of high-mass collapse candidates were obtained with single dish observations, mostly showed blue profile. The infalling signatures seem to be more common in regions with developed radiation pressure than in younger cores, which opposes the theoretical prediction and is also very different from that of low mass star formation.
Introduction
Gravitational collapse is an essential process for star formation. However, when the forming stellar object reaches 10 M⊙, the strong radiation pressure can halt material falling (Wolfire & Cassinelli 1987) . A new model that more massive stars can be formed through coalescence of less massive stellar objects was suggested (Bonnell et al. 1998 ). The accretion model was also improved (Yorke & Sonnhalter 2002; Jijina & Adams 1996) . Observational evidences of material inward motions in massive star formation regions are critical to test these models. Nevertheless it is more difficult to seek material infalling in massive star formation regions than in low mass ones because of their complex environment, large distance and quick evolution. The interactions between environment of massive young stellar objects and their feedback bring additional difficulties for the identification of the gas infall motion. The development of millimeter and sub-millimeter equipments made such probing as feasible. In the recent decade not only a number of searches for the gravitational evidence in high mass star formation regions were carried out by single dishes, but typical sources were also examined with interferometers. These have greatly deepened our understanding of massive star formation. Since some basic questions still remain, more observations are needed in the future.
Surveys of inflow motions in massive star formation regions
Ten years after the blue profile detected in the low mass core of B335 (Zhou et al. 1993) it was found in a spectroscopic survey toward 28 massive star formation cores associated with H 2 O masers (Wu & Evans 2003) . With CSO and IRAM, HCN (3-2), CS (5-4), (3-2), (2-1), and H 13 CN (3-2) were used as optically thick and thin lines, blue profiles were obtained in 12 cores and red profiles in 6 cores. Soon 77 candidates of high mass protostellar objects (HMPOs)
were searched with IRAM and JCMT (Fuller et al. 2005 To further examine characteristics of inflow motions in massive star formation regions, a mapping survey of HCO
was made with IRAM (Wu et al. 2007 ). Rotation could be excluded from the spatial distribution of the asymmetric line profiles.
Also the peak positions of blue profile and associated molecular outflow can be identified. To see difference of inflow motion at different evolution status, this survey includes two group sources.
Group I contains 33 UC Hii precursors (PUC Hii or HMPOS) and Group II consists of 12 UC Hii regions. Using HCO + (1-0) nine and seven blue profiles were obtained in Group I and Group II respectively. However there are 4 red profiles in Group I while no red profile in Group II.
The asymmetric lines detected result in the blue excess E= is 0.17 and 0.58 for the two groups respectively, here E= (N B -N R /N T ), N B , N R and N T are the number of sources with blue profile, red profile and the sample of the survey (Mardones et al. 1997) . Results show the UC Hii regions have higher blue excess than their precursors. Meanwhile the results of the survey shows blue profiles are usually peaked at the core center and part of the sources have high velocity outflows. Figure 1 presents the HCO + (1-0) mapping grid, comparing of optical thin and thick lines as well as P-V diagrams of two sources, one is a PUC Hii and the other is associated with an UC Hii region.
We compare the blue excess of the two group sources of this survey with those of previous surveys. Table 1 gives the blue excess (E) of cores at different evolution statues. We can see the following situations:
(1) For the same HMPOS, With the same tracer HCO + (1-0), the E of two surveys are about the same, ∼ 16%;
(2) Using different tracers of HCO + (1-0) and CO(4-3), E>50% was obtained for UC Hii regions;
(3) For the youngest massive cores (see Table 1 ), the E value is negative.
We also compare the E of massive star formation regions with their low mass counterparts.
From Table 1 , one can see that there is no tendency of E varying with time for the low mass cores. However the tendency that E of the late phase is larger than that of the early phase for massive star formation cores is evident. This contradicts with the theoretical result since radiation pressure of UC Hii regions should be larger than that of earlier phases. Possible explanations for the difference may be concerned with thermalization of the flow regions, influence of outflow or turbulence and gas reserves (Wu et al. 2007) , which need to be further explored.
Probing inflows with high angular resolution observations
To examine inflow motions in the inner regions of massive cores and test the results of the single dish observations, higher angular resolution observations are needed. Especially interferometer is powerful to probe deep layers of cores. Recent years excellent examples such as W51N, NGC 7538 and Sgr B2 were obtained (Zapata et al. 2008; Qin et al. 2008; Qiu et al. 2011 ). Some other massive core collapse candidates from single dish observations were observed with various interferometers. Below we make a briefly comparison of the line signatures of these cores observed with single dishes and interferometers. Table 2 gives the source name, evolution phase, signatures detected with different resolution observations. The comparing results are as -6 -following:
(1) Generally no obvious confliction was found between the results of single dish and interferometer observations in these cores. And more strong signature of gravitational collapse were detected with interferometers. Core JCMT18354-0649S was mapped with HCN, HCO + , H 13 CO + (3-2) and C 17 O (2-1) at JCMT (Wu et al. 2005) . Blue profile was shown in multiple pairs of optical thick and thin lines. Two layer model fitting gave infall velocity of 0.25 km/s. The SMA observations of molecular lines including CH 3 OH (5 23 -4 13 ) and HCN (3-2) also showed blue profile which is more prominent than the one obtained by JCMT (Liu et al. 2011a) . The infall velocity is 1.3 kms −1 from the same model fitting. The inflow signature of W3-SE obtained with IRAM was confirmed by the Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA) (Zhu et al. 2010 ). For NGC7538, blue profile was observed with single dish, while inverse profile was obtained with SMA (Zhu et al. 2013 : Qiu et al. 2011 ).
(2) Profiles were distinguished in inner regions of the cores. For example, high excitation density molecular lines of CH 3 CN(12 4 -11 4 ) and CH 3 OH(8 −1,8 -7 0,7 ) detected with the Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA) in Orion KL region present collapse signature for the first time, which show an inverse P Cygni profile for Source I and blue profile for the hot core (Wu, Liu & Qin 2014) . In G9.62-0.19, there are compact cores C, D, E, F and I within a region with a diameter < 5 ′′ (Testi et al. 2000) . Core E is a young massive star surrounded by a small UC Hii region (Hofner 1996) , and core F is a very young stellar object (Linz et al. 2005 ).
Hofner et al. (2001) Liu et al. 2011; 3. Wu et al. 2007; 4. Zhu et al. 2010; 5. Hofner et al. 2001; 6. Liu et al. 2011; 7. Wu et al. 2014; 8. Ren et al. 2012; 9. Wu et al. 2009; 10. Zhu et al. 2013; 11. Wu & Evans, 2003; 12. Liu et al. 2013a; 13. Liu et al. 2013b of inverse P Cygni was found. Velocity changes at different sizes of inflow regions were detected.
Multiple cores and their inflow motions were also obtained. These results suggest that high mass stars may form via accretion model.
There may be foundational difference between collapse of the two kinds of star formation processes. Surveys in massive cores at different evolutional statuses show that there is evolution tendency of the blue excess. And profiles of core pairs which is consisted of a young massive core and a UC Hii region are consistent with E Late > E Early . Inflow motion appears to occur at outer side while expanding or outflow occur inside of some massive cores, which is not seen in low mass Table 1 of Wu et al. 2007 . The figures are not published yet.) cores so far. Structure, mass distribution and inflow processes of massive dense cores need more probing. ALMA has better sensitivity and resolution, which will enable us detect fragmentation or mass secretion, and determine their mass spectra. Future studies will provides us better pictures of gravitational collapse in massive star formation regions.
